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ABSTRACT 
In this paper we introduce the concept of Baer-invariant of a pair of groups with respect o a variety 
of groups v. Some inequalities for the Baer-invariant of a pair of finite groups are obtained, when v is 
considered to be the Schu~Baer variety. We also present a condition for which the order of the Baer- 
invariant of a pair of finite groups divides the order of the Baer-invariant of their factor groups. Finally, 
some inequalities for the Schur-multiplier ofa pair of finite nilpotent groups and their factor groups are 
given. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let F~ be the free group freely generated by a countable set and let V be a subset of 
F~. Let v be the variety of groups defined by the set of laws V. We assume that the 
reader is familiar with the notions of the verbal subgroup, V(G), and the marginal 
subgroup, V*(G), associated with the variety of groups v and a given group G 
(see also [11]). v is called a Schur-Baer variety if, for any group G for which the 
marginal factor group G~ V* (G) is finite, it follows that the verbal subgroup V (G) 
is also finite. I. Schur [13] proved that the variety of abelian groups is a Schur-Baer 
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variety and R. Baer [1 ] showed that a variety defined by outer commutator words 
carries this property. 
If N is a normal subgroup of a group G, then we define IN V* G] to be the normal 
subgroup of G generated by the elements of the following set: 
{v(gl . . . . .  gin . . . . .  gr)v(gl . . . . .  gr)- l :  V ~ V,n ~ N, gi ~ G, 1 <~ i <~ r}. 
It is easily checked that [N V'G] is the smallest normal subgroup T of G contained 
in N, such that N/T  c V*(G/T) (see [4]). 
Let 1 > R > F > G > 1 be a free presentation of the group G and let 
N ~- S /R for a suitable normal subgroup S of the free group F. Then we define the 
Baer-invariant of the pair of groups (G, N) with respect to the variety v, denoted 
by vM(G, N), to be 
RN[SV*F]  
[RV*F] 
It is a routine exercise to check that vM(G, N) is an abelian group and that 
it is independent of the choice of the free presentation of G. If N = G or N 
admits a complement in G when v is the variety of abelian groups, then the 
Baer-invariant of the pair (G, N) will be (R n V(G))/[RV*G] = vM(G), which 
is the usual Baer-invariant of G or (R G [S, F])/[R, F] = M(G, N), which is called 
the Schur-multiplier of the pair (G, N), respectively (see [8,12]). 
It is of interest o know the connection between the Baer-invariant of a pair of 
finite groups (G, N) and their factor groups, with respect to a Schur-Baer variety v. 
In Section 2, some inequalities for the new notion of the Baer-invariant of a pair of 
finite groups and their factor groups are given, which generalize those in [7]. In 
the final section, by considering the variety of abelian groups, we present some 
inequalities for the Schur-multiplier of a pair of finite nilpotent groups. 
2. THE BAER- INVARIANT OF A PAIR OF FINITE GROUPS 
In 2002, the first two authors of [9] proved that for finite groups G, vM(G) and 
v M (G, N) are finite, with re spect o the Schur-Baer variety v. Therefore throughout 
this section we always assume that v is a variety of groups, which enjoys the Schur- 
Baer property. 
Now in this section, we present some inequalities for the Baer-invariant of a 
pair of finite groups and give a sufficient condition for which the order of the 
Baer-invariant of a pair of finite groups divides the one of their factor groups. The 
following lemma is useful. 
Lemma 2.1. Let K be a normal subgroup of G contained in N, then the following 
sequences are exact. 
KN[NV*G] (i) 1 > vM(G,K)  > vM(G,N)  ~ vM( G, N) > [KV*G] > 1; 
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(ii) I f  K is contained in V*(G), then 
vM(G,N)  ~ vM , > N ~ [NV*G] * [NV*G]K > 1. 
Proof. Let 1 ~ R ~ F ~ G ~ 1 be a free presentation of G, and let S and 
T be normal subgroups of the free group F such that N ~ SR/R  and K ~- TR/R .  
By definition we obtain 
R n [TRV*F] R n [SRV*F] 
vM(G, K) = , vM(G, N) -- , 
[RV*F] [RV*F] 
(G  N)  TRN[SRV*F]  KN[NV*G]  (TRN[SRV*F I )R  
vM , ---- [TRV*F] ' [KV*G] -- [TRV*F]R 
(i) Clearly the following sequence, with obvious natural homomorphisms, i  
exact 
R n [TRV*F] R n [SRV*F] TR n [SRV*F] 
[RV* F] [RV* F] [T RV* F] 
(TR N [SRV*F])R 
~" ) 1 .  
[TRV*FIR 
(ii) Using the assumption, we obtain that [TRV*F] c_ R, and therefore the 
inclusion maps 
R N [SRV*F] ~ TR n [SRV*F] ~ TR ~ F ~ F, 
induce the following exact sequence of homomorphisms 
R N [SRV*F] TR n [SRV*F] TR F F 
) ) - -  > ), 
[RV*F] [TRV*F] R [SRV*F]R [SRV*F]TR 
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which gives the result. [] 
If v is the variety of abelian groups, then it follows from Lemma 2. l(i) that the 
sequence 
RN[T ,F ]  (G  N)  KN[N,G]  
1 ~ [R, F] ~ M(G,  N)  ~ M , ~ [K ,  G] ~ 1 
is exact. 
By assuming K to be the central subgroup of G, and considering the epimor- 
phism 
TR F [TR, F] 
[R,F] 
t 
xROyRF I ~ [x,y][R,F] 
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one obtains the following exact sequences 
K QG ~ M(G,N) ~ M ~, 
M(G,N) , M(G,N~ , K ~- -  
> KN[N,G] ~ 1, 
G G 
) 
[N, G] [N, G]K 
Taking N = G, then the above exact sequences are generalizations of Ganea [3] 
and Stallings [ 14], respectively. 
Now, using the above lemma we prove the following theorem. 
Theorem 2.2. Let (G, N) be a pair offinite groups and K a normal subgroup of 
G contained inN. Then 
(i) KN[NV*G][KV.G] vM(G'N)I= vM( G' N)[vM(G,K)]; 
(ii) d(vM(G,N)) <.d(vM(G,N))  +d(vM(G,K)) •
(iii) e(vM(G,N))dividese(vM(G,N))e(vM(G,K)); 
(iv) d(vM( G' N) )  ~d(vM(G'N))+d(KN[NV*G]) 
(V) e(vM(G,N))dividese(vM(G,N,,e\ ~--K~-U~ ]' 
where (X) and d(X) are the exponent and the minimal number of generators of 
the group X, respectively. 
Proof. By Lemma 2.1, 
vM(G, N)/vM(G, K) ~ L and vM(G N)/L~-KN[NV*G]'  KV*G] 
whereL=Im(~:vM(G,N) ~ vM(~, N)) as in Lemma 2.1. Now the results are 
easily deduced. [] 
If in the above theorem, v is the variety of abelian groups and K a central 
subgroup of G, then by [5, Corollary 2.2], [TR, F]/[R, F](TR)' is homomorphic 
image of K ® (G/K)ab. We also have 
M(G, K) [TR, F] 
([R, F](TR)'/[R, F]) [R, F](TR)' 
M(K) ~ [R, F](TR)' 
((TR)' n [R, F])/[R, TR] -- JR, F] 
and 
Next we obtain the following interesting corollary which generalizes [5]. 
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Corollary 2.3. Let (G, N) be a pair offinite groups and K a central subgroup of 
G contained in N. Then 
(i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
Finally in this section a sufficient condition will be given such that the order the 
Baer-invariant of a pair of finite groups divides the order of the Baer-invariant of a 
pair of its factor groups, with respect to a Schur-Baer variety. 
Let ~ : E ) G be a group epimorphism such that the marginal subgroup of E 
contains the kernel of ~p. For all such epimorphisms, we denote the intersection 
of all subgroups of the form ~p(V*(E)) by (V*)*(G), which is a characteristic 
subgroup of G, and contained in V*(G). In particular, if v is the variety of abelian 
groups, then this subgroup is denoted by Z*(G) as in [6]. 
Now using the above concept, it is shown the larger the groups the smaller is the 
Baer-invariant. 
Theorem 2.4. Let K be a normal subgroup of G contained in N N (V*)* (G). Then 
Proof. If we consider ~o to be the variety of all groups in Theorem 3.2 of[10] then 
the natural homomorphism vM(G) ) vM(G) will be a monomorphism. Now the 
following commutative diagram 
C 
vM(G, N) - > vM(G) 
implies that the natural homomorphism vM(G, N) ~ vM( G, -~) is also a 
monomorphism. Thus Lemma 2.1(i) implies that vM(G, K) is trivial, and hence 
Theorem 2.2(i) gives 
(*) 
which completes the result. [] 
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In the above theorem, if we take the normal subgroup K in such a way that G is 
v-isologic with G/K, then (.)  yields 
3. SOME PROPERTIES OF THE SCHUR-MULT IPL IER OF A PAIR OF FINITE N ILPOTENT 
GROUPS 
Let G be a group with a normal subgroup N. Then for c/> 1 the commutator 
subgroup [N, G . . . . .  G] is denoted by IN, cG]. Furthermore we define 
Y 
c-times 
Zc(N, G) = {n ~ N l[n, gl . . . . .  gc] = 1, for all gl . . . . .  gc ~ G}, 
which is the cth-center of G when N = G. In this section, using these notations, 
we provide some inequalities for the Schur-multiplier of the pair of finite nilpotent 
groups of class at most c/> 2. The following lemma is needed. 
Lemma 3.1. Let H and N be subgroups of a group G and N = No ~ N1 ~ ... 
a chain of normal subgroups of N such that [Ni, G] c Ni+l, for all i = 1,2 . . . . .  
Then [Ni, [H, jG]] c_ Ni+j+l, for all i, j. 
Proof. Clearly 
[Ni, [H, jG], G] c_ [Ni+j+l, G] c_ Ni+j+2 
and 
[G, Ni, [H, jG]] c [Ni+I, [H, jG]] c Ni+j+2, 
imply that [Ni, [H, j+lG]] c Ni+j+2. Now, the assertion follows using induction 
on j .  [] 
By the above lemma, we obtain the following results. When N = G, this implies 
results of Jones [5]. 
Theorem 3.2. Let (G, N) be a pair offinite nilpotent groups of class c ~ 2. Then 
(i) ][N,c_IG]][M(G,N)] divides 
N . ® [N, jG] ; M G [N,~- jG] )  G 
[N, ~--1G]' Zc-I(N, G) c- 
(ii) d(M(G, N)) 
<.d M [N,c-IG]'[N,c-IG] +d Zc_I(N,G) ®[N,c-IG] ; 
(iii) e(M(G,N)) divides 
( (  G N ~]e(  G ) 
e M [g ,c - lG] ' [g ,c - lG] / ]  \Zc- I (N,G)®[N'c- IG]  . 
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Proof. (i) Taking v to be the variety of abelian groups in Theorem 2.2 and K = 
[N, c-l G], then the assumption yields 
( G N ) [[SR,c_IF]R,F] . 
I[N,c_IG]IIM(G,N)I = M [N,c_,G]' [N,c-lG] [R,F] 
Put Zk(N,  G) = Tk/R, for 0 ~< k ~< c, and consider the following chain 
SR = Zc(N, G) ~ ... ~ T~ D Tk~ D_ ... D Tl 2 TO = R D [R, F]. 
Since [Tk, SR] c Tk+l, it follows from Lemma 3.1 that 
[Tc-I, [SR .... Iel] _ [R, e]. 
The latter inclusion gives the following epimorphism 
F [SR, c_IF]R [[SR, c IF]R,F] ® 
Tk [R, F] [R, F] 
(sTk®x[R,F])l > [s,x][R,F] 
Hence the result follows. 
Parts (ii) and (iii) may be obtained similarly. [] 
To obtain our final result, we need the following lemma from [5, Lemma 2. l ]. 
Lemma 3.3. Let G be a finite group with a normal subgroup N. Let G ~ F/R 
be a free presentation for G and N -~ S R/ R, for some normal subgroup S of 
the free group F. Then [SR, F]/[R, F][F, SR, F]S' is an epimorphic image of 
(G/N)ab (~ Nab. 
Finally, we present some further inequalities for the pair of finite nilpotent groups. 
In particular, when N ---- G we obtain the results as stated in [5]. 
Theorem 3.4. Let (G, N) be a pair offinite nilpotent groups of class at most c ~ 2. 
Then 
(i) I[N,G]I[M(G,N) [ divides 
M G N c-i~, [N, 
( [N~-G] ' [N~G])  , , = ~ ® G  ia] 
c 1 
(ii) d(M(G,N))<~d M [N,G]'[N,G] +Z ~ ®[N' iG]  ; 
i= l  
(iii) e(M(G, g)) divides 
N e l~ G 
d(M([NV-b]' [N--G]))i~ld~[g, iG~ @[N'iG]) 
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Using the above theorem, the following corollary is interesting on its own 
account. 
We recall that the special rank (orpriifer rank) of a group G is the least positive 
integer (G) say, such that every finitely generated subgroup of G can be generated 
by r(G) elements of G. If no such integer exists, the group G has infinite rank. 
Corollary 3.5. Let (G, N) be a pair of finite nilpotent groups of class at most 
c~2.  
(i) If G and N are of special rank r(G) and r(N), respectively, then 
d(M(G, N)) <~ cr(G)r(U). 
(ii) I f  el = min{e(~) ,  e([N, iG])}for 1 ~ i ~ c -  l, then 
e(M(C,N ) I-Ie . 
i=1 
ln particular, if N is a p-group of exponent pe then e(M(G, N)) <<. pec. 
Proof. The results are obtained by applying [2, Proposition 3.2] and Theo- 
rem 3.4(ii), (iii). [] 
If we consider N = G in part (ii) of the above corollary, we obtain a result of 
Jones [5, Corollary 4.6]. 
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